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system is nonlinear. Another attractive application of the DKF is when it is biased (DBEKF). 
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between measured and estimated values of the system state variable; accordingly, the normalized 
MSE (NMSE) can be minimized. Likewise, standard deviation (STD) between real and 
estimated values of the parameter can be
discussed and the different DKFs are implemented in Matlab/Simulink code in order to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of DBEKF estimator compared to the other filter
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1. 1.Introduction 

The stability analysis of power systems requires an accurate knowledge of parameters

[1,2]. Mainly synchronous machines which parameters are strongly dependent on 

saturation, magnetic field distribution and rotor speed [3]. Several methods were 

investigated for identifying synchronous machine parameters. These methods can be 

categorized into two big classifications: off

method consists of studying standstill frequency domain [4

domains responses [9]. The profits of these off

testing procedures without any coupling between d and q axis. Nevertheless, the identified 

parameters can fail to characterize correctly the machine behaviour under various load 

conditions [3]. 

 The on-line methods estimate the synchronous machines pa

operating data without necessitating any service interruption and costly testing. Moreover, 
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The stability analysis of power systems requires an accurate knowledge of parameters 

[1,2]. Mainly synchronous machines which parameters are strongly dependent on 

saturation, magnetic field distribution and rotor speed [3]. Several methods were 

investigated for identifying synchronous machine parameters. These methods can be 

nto two big classifications: off-line methods and on-line methods. The off-line 

method consists of studying standstill frequency domain [4-6], time domain [7, 8], or both 

domains responses [9]. The profits of these off-line methods are mostly the uncomplicated 

testing procedures without any coupling between d and q axis. Nevertheless, the identified 

parameters can fail to characterize correctly the machine behaviour under various load 

line methods estimate the synchronous machines parameters on the basis of the 

operating data without necessitating any service interruption and costly testing. Moreover, 
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the effects of saturation and eddy currents are automatically taken into account [2,3,10]. 

Furthermore, these methods have proven to be suitable for large synchronous machines 

under different loading levels. Likewise, the on-line estimative methods can be used for 

detecting some functional faults [11].  
 

Fig.1. Photo of the considered SPSG. 

However, different estimators are available for on-line parametric identification; the 

Discrete Kalman Filter (DKF) is one of them. The KF is the best minimum-variance state 

estimator for noised linear dynamic systems [12,13]. The concept of Kalman filtering 

consists of the estimate state of a dynamic system from partial and noised observations. For 

nonlinear systems, the KF remains worthwhile but modifications must first be done. These 

modifications comprise the extended EKF [14], the unscented KF [15,16], and the particle 

KF [17]. The consideration of the bias is very beneficial since it reduces the MSE [18]. The 

application of the KF to estimate system parameters involves establishing the mathematical 

model of the system dynamics from the experimental data. Digital systems have some 

significant benefits compared with analogue ones (or continuous-time systems) as 

demonstrated in many references, especially when it’s a matter of the discrete extended KF 

(DEKF) [19-21]. Indeed, they are more repeatable, less disturbed by external conditions, 

have better resistance to noise, and in most modern designs they are, at least to some extent, 

programmable which allow modification in software instead of in hardware [22]. 

This work consists of applying the studies performed in [23, 24] on a very low scale 

SPSG (0.3 kW LEYBOLD 73236) as real values were extracted in the laboratory from 

standstill time domain in off-line tests [25]. The originality of our work lies in the 

implementation of a biased DBEKF estimator which has enabled an efficient on-line 

identification of the parameters of a low-power salient-pole synchronous machine. Another 

contribution in this area is the development of an experimental bench using a DSPACE 

1104 chip board interface which allowed validating the results of different simulations 

carried out under Matlab/Simulink.  

2. 2.Notation 

��, ��, �� nominal voltage, current and frequency of the considered SPSG. 

vd, vq, Ef armature direct and quadrature voltages, field (excitation) voltage. 

id,iq,if,ikd,ikq armature direct and quadrature currents, field current, direct and 

quadrature damper currents 
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ra,rf, rkd,rkq resistances of armature, field, direct and quadratic dampers. 

la,lf, lkd,lkq leakage inductances of armature, field, direct and quadratic dampers. 

Ld,Lq, Lf, Lkd,Lkq linkage inductances of armature, field, direct and quadratic dampers 

Lmd, Lmq d-axis and q-axis magnetizing inductances  

φd,φq,φf, 

φkd,φkq 

linkage flux of respectively armature direct and quadrature axis, field 

circuit, direct and quadrature dampers 

ωs,ωb synchronous speed and base value of the angular frequency 

Xd,Xq,Xmd,Xmq, 

Xf,Xkd,Xkq 

d-q axis, magnetizing d-q axis, field and direct-quadratic dampers 

reactance’s 

J, F, Ωm inertia, friction coefficient and mechanical velocity  

Te, Tm , Ts electrical, mechanical torques and sample time 

Z1, Z2 the feeder impedances 

A,B,C,D matrices of state transition continuous, input, output, feed through 

x(k),u(k),y(k) state vector, input vector, output vector  

α, z,σ vector of parameters, extended state variable and vector of parameters to 

be estimated 

��,��,��,Dd,I discrete matrices (state transition, input, output, feed through) and the 

identity matrix 

w, wd, Q, Qd continuous/discrete state noise and their covariance matrices 

v,vd,R, Rd continuous/discrete measurement noise and their covariance matrices 

3. 3. Off-line Parametric Identification 

The different experimental tests performed for parametric identification of the SPSG 

(Fig.1) are mainly based on the off-line methods recommended by IEC 60034-4 [9]. Table 

1 indicates the specifications of the considered SPSG. 

Table 1: Specifications of the considered SPSG 

As illustrated in the chart of Fig.1, the parametric estimation of the considered SPSG 

concerns electrical and mechanical parameters. Electrical parameters are resistances and 

inductances, while mechanical parameters are the inertia and the friction coefficient. 

Generally, volt-am meter method is adopted for resistances measurement and the core 

losses resistance can be obtained from a no-load test; the Poitier diagram method is used for 

the determination of armature, field leakage-inductances and d-q axis magnetizing 

inductances; as resistances dampers cannot be determined directly, then they can be 

obtained analytically from the sudden three phase short-circuit test as well as dampers 

leakage inductances. The mechanical parameters can be evaluated from the deceleration 

method or from the material point method [25]. 

 

 

Power 
(W) 

Voltage 
(V) 

Current 
(A) 

Frequency  
(Hz) 

Speed 
(rpm) 

cosϕ 

300 
230/400 

140 

0.67/0.43 

0.55 
50 1500 1/0.8 
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Fig.2. Off-line parameters identification method of considered 

 

The parametric identification of the considered SPSG was carried out following the 

methods given in the flow chart of Fig. 2 [2

Table 2. The identified parameters are transformed into p.u system according 

methods mentioned in Table 3 [27]. 

Table 2: Identified parameters of the considered SPSG

Parameters 

Electric 

 
Armature and field 

resistances 
 

Core losses resistance 

Armature and field leakage 
inductance 

Direct and quadratic linkage 
inductances 

d-q axis magnetizing 
inductances 

Dampers resistances 

Dampers leakage 
inductance 

Mechanical Inertia and friction 
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line parameters identification method of considered SPSG. 

The parametric identification of the considered SPSG was carried out following the 

methods given in the flow chart of Fig. 2 [25, 26]. The obtained parameters are shown in 

. The identified parameters are transformed into p.u system according to the 

Identified parameters of the considered SPSG. 

Method Value 

Volt-am-meter 
r
	 =  41.647 Ω 

r� = 223.77 Ω 

No-load test r =  9.14 kΩ 

Armature and field leakage 
Potier diagram 

l
 =  0.2401 H 

l�		=  0.149 H 

Direct and quadratic linkage 
Low slip test 

L�  =  2.30  H 

L� =  1.37  H 

Potier diagram 
L�� = 2.06  H	

L�� = 1.13 H 

sudden three-phase 
short-circuit test 

���	=   23.5 Ω	

r�� =  45.92 Ω	

��� = 0.2401 H 

���	= 0.140		H	
Material point and 

deceleration 
methods 

� =  2.7 10- 4 Kg.m2 

� = 13.5 10- 4 Nm.rd/s 
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Table 3: Base values of armature and field of the considered SPSG 

Base angular frequency �� = ���� = !. #. $� 

Base speed %&'() =
*+,-.

/
 

Base torque 0&'() = 		
1,_+,-.
3+,-.

 

Base power 4&'() = 3. �� . �� 
Armature /field base values 

Base voltage �'_&'() = √2. �� 	89_&'() = 	
1+,-.
:;_+,-.

 

Base current <'+,-. = √2. <� <9_+,-. = <9�. =>�_/? 

Base impedance @'_&'() =		A,_+,-.
:,_+,-.

 @9_&'() = 	
B;_+,-.
:;_+,-.

 

Base inductance ='_&'() =	 C,_+,-.
*D

 =9_&'() =	
C;_+,-.
*D

 

d axis magnetizing inductance 
p.u value 

                                                                       =>�_/? =	 EFG
E,_+,-.

 

Parameters expressions in p.u system 

Value parameter 
�?'�H:HI	)J/K)(()�	:�	LM 	?�:H

&'()	N'O?)
 

Inertia constant  H 

P
Q	. �. %&'()

Q

4&'()
 

Friction coefficient 
R+,-.
3+,-.

 

 

The parameters values in p.u identified by off-line methods are grouped in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Real SPSG parameters values in per units 

Parameter p. u. value Parameter p. u. value 

89 	

=>�	
=>�	

�'	
�9	

�'	
�9	

���	
���  

0.350 

1.3509 

0.6637 

0.0779 

0.3340 

0.2937 

0.0699 

0.0351 

0.0685 

���	
���	

S	
T	
U	
4>	

Feeder voltage 

V1	
V2 

0.2026 

0.2471 

2 

0.1123 

0.0120 

0.3 

1 

0.183+j×0.44 

0.103+j×0.44 

 

4. On-line estimation  

The on-line estimation requires the accurate choice of the machine mathematical model.  

Besides, it involves the implementation of an estimator. The mathematical model is 

generally presented in the state space form. The implementation of an estimator necessitates 

the consideration of state and measurement noises to be filtered by the estimator, in order to 

achieve good estimated parameters close to the real one. 
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4.1. State Space model of the SPSG 

 

4.1.1 Nonlinear Model of the SPSG 

Fig.3 portrays the d-q axis equivalent circuit of the considered SPSG; in this study the 

configuration of one damper on each axis was adopted. The machine equations are deduced 

from the models presented in [28,29]. The SPSG mathematical model is given by (1)-(11). 

 
Fig.3. SPSG (a) d-axis equivalent circuit(b) q-axis equivalent circuit 

�� = −�'<� +
P

*+

�ZG

�H
+ [(\�                                                                                               (1) 

�� = −�'<� +
P

*+

�Z]

�H
− [(\�                                                                                               (2) 

89 = �9<9 +
P

*+

�Z;

�H
                                                                                                                (3) 

0 = ���<�� +
P

*+

�Z_G

�H
                                                                                                           (4) 

0 = ���<�� +
P

*+

�Z_]

�H
                                                                                                           (5) 

	\� = −=�<� + =>�<�� + =>�<9	                                                                                                   (6)  \� = −=�<� + =>�<��                                                                                                         (7) \9 = −=>�<� + =>�<�� + =9<9                                                                                           (8) \�� = −=>�<� + =��<�� + =>�<9                                                                                        (9) \�� = −=>�<� + =��<��                                                                                                    (10) � �3F�H = 0) − 0> − �. Ω>                                                                                                   (11) 

4.1.2  The linearization using the state space representation  

In order to apply the different DKF cited in the abstract, the set of equations from (1) to 

(10) has to be linearized at first. To achieve this condition, the continuous state space 

representation must be used as formulated in (12). 
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abc = �dαe. b + �dαe. f = �dα, b, feh = �dαe. b + Udαe. f = ℎdα, b, fej                                                                                 (12) 

A∈ ℝl×l, B∈ ℝl×=, C∈ ℝn×l, D∈ ℝn×= 

The N, L and M are the dimensions of the vectors describing the state, input and output, 

respectively, o = [�' �9 ��� ���  �' �9  ���  ��� =>� =>� [&]
t  

b = q\�  \9 \�� \�  \��rH
, 

f = q��  89 ��rH
, h = q<�  <9  <�rH . 

The linearization representation yields to: 

A (α) = -ωb. (r. C (α) +A1)                                                                                                                          (13) 

Where 

 

 � =
stt
tu−�'0000

 
0�9000

  
00��00

 
000 −�'0

0000 ���vww
wx
 ,          �P =

stt
tu 000−10

  
00000

   
00000

  
1 0  0   0 0 

00000vww
wx , 

�doe =
stt
ttt
ttu−dy9 . y��  −  y>�²e{Py>� . dy��  −  y>�e{P000

 
   y>� . dy��  −  y>�e{P−dy9 . y��  −  y>�²e{P0y>� . dy��  −  y>�e{P0

   y>� . dy9  −  y>�e{P   y>� . dy��  −  y>�e{P    000

 000 y��{Q0

 000   −y>�{Q0 vww
www
wwx
 

{P = y�. y>�Q +  y9 . y>�Q +  y��. y>�Q −  2. y>�| −  y�. y9.y��             ;  {Q = y��. y� − y>�Q                                          (14) 

 

�doe =
stt
tuω&0000

  
0
ω&000

   
00000

  
0 0  0   
ω&  0 

00000vww
wx   , Udoe =

stt
tu00000

   
00000

   
00000

  
0 0  0   0 0 

00000vww
wx
 

4.1.3   Discrete-Time state space representation of SPSG 

According to [29,30] the passage from a continuous-time system to a discrete-time 

system utilizing a state space representation can be done using the following paths: 

 a bd~ + 1e = ��dαe. bd~e + ��dαe. fd~e = ��dα, b, fehd~e = ��dαe. bd~e + Udαe. fd~e = T�dα, b, fe           j                                               (17)  

Where  
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��dαe = e�d�eR-  �  I� +  �R-P! + �R-�Q!                     ��dαe = � e�R-���R�� � 0(�dαe                       ��dαe = �doe , U�dαe = Udo)                        

5.  System overview and application of the DKF estimator

Fig 4 shows how to perform an on-

the machine is connected to an infinite bus represented by a feeder with a varying 

impedance (from z1 to z2) which allows also to provoke the transient state; the infinite bus 

feeder was chosen to withstand with the machine perturbations.  In this study, the vector of 

parameters to be estimated is noted σ so that 

of these parameters are more influent in the steady state (

intervene only during the transient state (

5.1. Principle of introduction of the DKF

The application of the DKF involves adding noises in (17). 

stochastic since it puts into account the noise effect which is a random perturbation. Then, 

(17) enhances to: 

abd~ + 1e = ��dαe. bd~e + ��dαe. fd~hd~e = ��dαe. bd~e + ��d~e              
Where ��and ��  are centered Gaussian pseudo
matrices ��and �� so that the latter is invertible [

�� = � ��.NR-� �. �. �H���.N �� � 0( . �. �.
�� = � 0(⁄                                                                                                                             

Where expressions of Q an R are given 

system. A method is proposed here to dimension

smallest time constant of the SPSG (the electric time constant).Then, one has to calculate 

the armature and the field time constants 

values of the self-inductances, and resistances identified by off

the international standardization [9]. Since that the time

units. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Depiction of the system under consideration
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                                                                                             (18) 

                                                                                          (19) 

)                                                                                           (20) 

System overview and application of the DKF estimator 

-line estimation by applying the DKF. In this work, 

ted to an infinite bus represented by a feeder with a varying 

) which allows also to provoke the transient state; the infinite bus 

feeder was chosen to withstand with the machine perturbations.  In this study, the vector of 

so that σ= [rf, Lmd, Lmq, lkd, lkq]. It is obvious that some 

of these parameters are more influent in the steady state (rf, Lmd, Lmq); whereas, the others 

intervene only during the transient state (lkd, lkq). 

ntroduction of the DKF 

The application of the DKF involves adding noises in (17). Then the system becomes 

stochastic since it puts into account the noise effect which is a random perturbation. Then, 

~e + �. ��d~e                          j                                                      (21) 

are centered Gaussian pseudo-white noises with a respective covariance 
so that the latter is invertible [31].  

. �H  <� 0( � �                                                          (22) 

                                                                                                                             (23) 

are given in detail in [23], τ is the response time of the 

system. A method is proposed here to dimensionτ:  It resides on choosing τ smaller than the 

smallest time constant of the SPSG (the electric time constant).Then, one has to calculate 

ld time constants dτ)' = =' �'⁄ , τ)9 = =9 �9⁄ e starting from the SI 

inductances, and resistances identified by off-line tests recommended by 

the international standardization [9]. Since that the time-constants must be calculated in SI 

Depiction of the system under consideration 
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5.2. Application of the DTKF 

Fig. 5 presents the theory and application of DKF, the flow chart of Fig.5.a inspired 

from [32] demonstrates the work which must be done to implement the DTKF. The work is 

based on two steps: the update and the prediction [

Update step 

It consists of updating the measurement and the time as mentioned in (24)

expressing respectively the Kalman filter gain, the estimated and predicted state variables,  

the error and predicted covariances according to the new measurement y(k).{9 = 4d~|~ − 1e. ��H . d��. 4d~|~ − 1e.b�d~|~e = b�d~|~ − 1e + {9. dhd~e − ��b�d~ + 1|~e = �� . b�d~|~e + �� . fd~e                                                                               4d~|~e = �� − {9 . ���. 4d~|~ − 1e          4d~ + 1|~e = ��. 4d~|~e. ��H + ��                                                                                

Fig.5. Theory of discrete Kalman Filter (a) Algorithm of DTKF (b) Principle of DTKF  

Parameters Estimation of Low Scale SPSG Using Dis. Kalman Filter 

 

Fig. 5 presents the theory and application of DKF, the flow chart of Fig.5.a inspired 

] demonstrates the work which must be done to implement the DTKF. The work is 

and the prediction [31-33]. 

It consists of updating the measurement and the time as mentioned in (24)-(28) 

Kalman filter gain, the estimated and predicted state variables,  

the error and predicted covariances according to the new measurement y(k). e ��H + ��e�P                                                          (24) 

�. b�d~|~ − 1ee                                                      (25) d e                                                                               (26) 

                                                                                  (27)  

                                                                                  (28)  

 

(a) 

(b) 
Theory of discrete Kalman Filter (a) Algorithm of DTKF (b) Principle of DTKF   
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Where x�dk|k − 1e is the estimate of x�dk|ke is the updated estimate based on the last measurement 

Prediction step  

Given the current estimate x�dk|ke, the time update predicts the state value at the next 

sample k + 1 (one-step-ahead predictor). The measurement update then adjusts this 

prediction based on the new measurementC�. x�dk + 1|kee is a function of the innova

measured and the predicted values of yd
the steady-state covariance of the estimation error given the noise covariances 

5.3. Application of the DEKF 

The use of the DEKF is the best solution for time varying parameters [2

they should be treated as parameter states. As a result the system contains two state vectors 

‘x’ and ‘σ’ grouped in a vector ‘z’ as mentioned in (29).

V =  b¡¢ ⇒ Vc =  �dα, bd~e, fd~ee0 ¢                  
The work to be done with the DEKF is quite similar to DTKF. Though, the calculation 

of the Kalman gain {9d~e and covariance matrix 

Jacobian of matrices �� and �� vs. the estimated state variable and estimated parameters 

(noted ADEKF, CDEKF) has to be applied to calculate 

Fig.6��B¤¥ = �¦§¨©<¦ªdVc, Ve = «¬c«¬                                                                                            

��B¤¥ = �¦§¨©<¦ªdh, Ve = «I«¬                                                                                           
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is the estimate of x�dke given previous measurement ydk − 1e and 

is the updated estimate based on the last measurement ydke. 

� e, the time update predicts the state value at the next 

ahead predictor). The measurement update then adjusts this 

prediction based on the new measurement ydk + 1e. The correction term (ydk + 1e −
is a function of the innovation which is the discrepancy between the dk + 1e. The innovation gain {9 is chosen to reduce 

state covariance of the estimation error given the noise covariances ��  and ��. 

e use of the DEKF is the best solution for time varying parameters [28]; consequently 

they should be treated as parameter states. As a result the system contains two state vectors 

’ grouped in a vector ‘z’ as mentioned in (29). 

¢                                                                                    (29) 

The work to be done with the DEKF is quite similar to DTKF. Though, the calculation 

and covariance matrix 4d~e is different. Indeed, this time, the 

. the estimated state variable and estimated parameters 

has to be applied to calculate {9d~e  and 4d~e. 

 
6. Chart of EKF principle 

                                                                                            (30) 

                                                                                           (31) 
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5.4. Application of the BEKF 

The biased state variable is defined by [1b�& = ©. b�                                                 

b is the bias coefficient which must be designed to reduce the MSE, 

MSEbiased<MSEunbiased                          

Where  MSE°±
²³�dx, x�°e = Edx�° − xeQ                     8db�& − beQ = Ṕ . ∑ db�&::́¶P − b:e²                    

Then, the mathematical development of (35) gives:8db�eQ. ©² − 2. 8d
All values inferior to ��¦§� d4d~ee and which carries out a positive real value of 

verifies (33) can be accepted. Let name these values ‘8db�eQ. ©² − 2. 8
Resulted in the smallest root:   

© = Q.BdJ�.Je�·�Q.BdJ�.Je���¸.BdJ�e�.dBdJe��¹eQ.BdJ�e�                                 

Finally, the NMSEbiased is expressed by: lnº8&:'()�d��e = 20. �¨»P�d¼LB+½,-.GBdJe

Fig.7. Principle of the proposed DBEKF

6. Methodology of parametric estimation

The estimated parameters gathered in vector 

 

6.1. The Steady State Estimated Parameters

The method of estimation consists in considering the set of equations from (1) to (10), 

and then the variable states are replaced by the estimated ones given by (25). Finally 

equations (1) to (10) are rewritten so that the unique unknowns are 

parameters are being replaced by their real values obtained via off

in section 2. Then the solution of equation (38) gives the steady state estimated parameters 

noted o((: 

T((. o(( =  ¾((⇒α((  =  T((�P. ¾((            
Where  
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The biased state variable is defined by [18]: 

                                                                            (32) 

is the bias coefficient which must be designed to reduce the MSE, i. e.:  

                                  (33) 

                                                                                     (34) 

                                                    (35) 

Then, the mathematical development of (35) gives: db�. be. © + 8dbeQ � ��¦§�d4e 

and which carries out a positive real value of b that 

verifies (33) can be accepted. Let name these values ‘c’. Then the resolve of the equation: � 8db�. be. © + 8dbeQ − § = 0 

                                              (36) 

 +½,-.GdJ,J�+ed e� e                                    (37) 

 
Principle of the proposed DBEKF 

of parametric estimation 

The estimated parameters gathered in vector σ can be obtained as follows: 

6.1. The Steady State Estimated Parameters 

The method of estimation consists in considering the set of equations from (1) to (10), 

and then the variable states are replaced by the estimated ones given by (25). Finally 

equations (1) to (10) are rewritten so that the unique unknowns are �̂9, =À >�, =À >�, the other 

parameters are being replaced by their real values obtained via off-line method mentioned 

. Then the solution of equation (38) gives the steady state estimated parameters 

                                                                                   (38) 
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α(( = [���=�Á�=�ÁÂ],    
T(( = Ä<� 0 00 [Å [©. <Â⁄ 00 0 [Å [©. d<� + <�e⁄ Æ, 

¾(( = Ç1 0 00 1 00 0 −1È . ÉÇ8����Â È − Ê�\À� ��⁄�\À� ��⁄�\ÀÂ ��⁄ ËÌ − ÍÇ0 0 00 �¦ 00 0 −�¦È + Ç0 0 00 0 [Å. �¦0 [Å. �¦ 0 ÈÎ . Ä< ̂�<̂�< ̂ÂÆ (39) 

 

6.2. The Transient State Estimated Parameters 

Eq (40) gives the transient state estimated parameters oH(: 

TH( .αH( =  ¾H(⇒αH(  =  TH(�P. ¾H(                                                      (40) 

Where  

αts=[�Ï���Ï��],  

Hts=Ð�\Ñ�� ��⁄ 00 �\Ñ�� ��⁄ Ò, 

¾H( = Ó��� . [& 00 ��� . [&Ô . Ð\Ñ��\Ñ��Ò + Ó−��� . [& . y>� 00 −��� . [&. y>�Ô . ÓÕ�̂Õ�̂ Ô + Ó−��� . [& . y>� . Õ9̂0 Ô (41) 

7. Simulation results 

Using the real parameters of the SPSG  mentioned in Table 4, MATLAB codes and 

Simulink models were performed to implement the different DKFs discussed in this paper. 

The chosen value for the sample time is 0(  =  5μÅ�§. The noise state and measurement 

covariances are � =  1.4 S. f. and � = 10�Ù S. f. Consequently, the discrete noise 

covariances equal to:  ��  =  �×0( S. f. while��  =  � 0(⁄  S. f. to be entered as matrices of 

5×5.  

First of all, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the d-q axis voltages and currents in p. u. note that a 

sudden change in the feeder impedance (from z1 to z2) is set at 0.25sec. The voltages and 

currents illustrate a satisfying p. u. value which demonstrates a normal behavior of the 

modeled SPSG, if compared with the results presented in [28] which consists of the basis 

reference in this study. 

Fig. 10 shows  that the estimated d-q axis fluxes obtained from both DTKF and DEKF 

estimators. One notices that estimated fluxes of both estimators have the same pace, 

meaning that both estimators have similar behavior. 

Fig. 11 depicts the estimated parameters of the steady state �̂9, =Ñ>�, =Ñ>�. The estimation 

process starts at 0.1 sec in order to meet the steady state (from 0 to 0.1sec the real value of 

the parameter is displayed). It’s clear that the estimated parameters are close to the real 

parameters and the the EKF carries-out less noised parameters.  

Fig.12 mentions  the results of the transient state (the estimation process starts at 0.25sec 

coinciding with the feeder impedance variation), the concerned estimated parameters are 
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dampers leakage inductances �Ï�� , �Ï�� . It can be conclude that DEKF gives quite better 

results than DTKF this time. 

As it was concluded in the previous work [23,24] , it’s obvious that the DEKF is more 

effective in the estimation as well as in filtering the noise effect, as it is shown in the Table 

5 the STD  issued by both estimators. The Table demonstrates the effectiveness of the 

DEKF which carried-out lesser STD compared to the DTKF. 

 

Table 5: The standard deviation (STD) results 

Real Parameter (p.u.) STD DTKF (%) STD DEKF (%) 

rf 0.334 0.0921 0.0692 

Lmq 0.6637 1.0949 0.9302 

Lmd 1.351 1.5378 1.0292 

lkd 0.2026 0.7866 0.6888 

lkq 0.2471 3.8578 2.5664 

 

(a)                                                                                          (b)  

Fig.8. d-q axis noised and non-noised voltages (a) d-axis voltage (b) q-axis voltage. 

(a)                                                                                         (b) 

Fig.9. d-q axis noised and non-noised currents (a) d-axis current (b) q-axis current.          

 (a)                                                                                          (b) 

Fig.10. d –q axis estimated fluxes obtained from DTKF and DEKF (a) d-axis current (b) q-axis current. 
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(a)                                                                                          (b)    

                                                (c) 

Fig.11. Estimated parameters of the steady state (a) rf (b) Lmd (c) Lmq   

 

(a)                                                                                                      (b) 

Fig.12.  Estimated parameters of the transient state (a) lkd(b) lkq. 

                                                                                              

 

Fig.13.  MSE of unbiaised and biaised DEKF.                                    Fig.14. NMSE of unbiased and biased DEKF. 
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The study of MSE and NMSE were performed on the DEKF estimator giving better 

estimation quality as previously mentioned. Results are reported in Fig.13 and 14. 

Fig.13 demonstrates a less MSE obtained in the case of considering the bias. In fact 

MSEunbiased≈ 0.0381, MSEbiased = 0.0201 where c =0.02 which gave b = 0.942; 

Consequently the  NMSE is smaller as shown in Fig.14 , NMSEbiaised ≈48.58 dB, 

NMSEunbiaised= -42.89dB. 

 

8. Conclusions 

 

Off-line methods founded on stand-still tests can’t be accurate to identify the parameters 

of SPSG’s since those parameters maintain changements during on-line operating. 

Therefore, on-line parametric estimation is essential to output more accurate estimates 

following the continuous variations provided that external data about voltages, currents and 

rotor position are unceasingly available. This study aims at performing an on-line 

parametric estimation on a very low scale SPSG by a varing impedance feeder. 

An  earlier work [25] was dedicated to extract the real parameters values on the basis of off-

line standstill tests [4,8,9]. The next works established on the SPSG considered [28] were 

accomplished in order to compare between continous, and discrete Kalman Filters 

parametric estimation where the comparison favorised the discrete KF giving better results  

which justifies its use in this study. 

The presented results show satisfying p.u. values for d-q voltages and currents of the SPSG. 

Moreover, the displayed curves of the steady and transients states parameters as well as 

data recorded in table 5 and the MSE/NMSE plots demontrated the effectiveness of the 

biaised DEKF estimator compared with the other studies estimators. 

The prospective work  is concerned with the practical analysis of the presented study. The 

experimental setup is already operational and the results are being extracted using a 

DSPACE 1104 chip board interface. 
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